Working Towards a “Gruener” Environment
Gruene Environmental Companies (GEC) is a full service
environmental company specializing in environmental remediation, hazardous
and non-hazardous waste management, in-plant services, and transportation
that provides services directly to small quantity generators, large quantity
generators, engineers, and consultants on a wide variety of environmental
projects. GEC has offices and representatives located in New Braunfels,
Austin, and Houston. With the structure of Gruene Environmental Companies
comes the ability to provide a full line of environmental services.

A COMMITTMENT to provide all environmental services quickly, efficiently and to fulfill the needs of our customers is the
cornerstone of our success. GEC services have expanded rapidly due to recognition, and a level of service to an ever changing environmental world
that is second to none. GEC is continually focused on the need to respond effectively, act professionally, and perform safely at each step
throughout the project. Our goal is to work with our customers towards a more sustainable environment.
The Gruene Structure
Gruene Environmental Construction
Environmental Construction is where GEC
began. GEC’s project experience includes
spill cleanups, large scale soil excavation,
UST removals, PCB transformer removals,
environmental site remediation, confined
space entry, and industrial cleaning services.

Gruene Waste Services
Gruene Waste was formed in
2011 to provide a specialized division for
Haz/Non-Haz waste disposal. Gruene Waste
specializes in lab packs and industrial waste
management. GWS can manage classification,
profiling, manifesting, transportation, and
disposal of waste streams to ensure you are in
compliance with all local, state and federal
regulations.

Gruene Plant Services
Gruene Plant will provide the personnel to
manage all aspects of waste disposal, recycling,
and remediation projects at your facility. GPS
allows the customer to focus on their core
competencies while we focus on ours.

Gruene Transportation and Supply
Gruene Transportation and Supply
provides a variety of products associated with
waste disposal, environmental remediation
projects, and any specialty trucking needs your
facility or project requires.

830-626-7575
www.GrueneEnviro.com
 New Braunfels
 Austin
 Houston

Environmental Services
Site Remediation/Environmental Demolition
Haz/Non-Haz Waste Transportation & Disposal
UST Removals
Confined Space Entry
Recycling
Lab Packs
Bulk Waste Disposal
Vacuum Trucks
Roll Off Boxes/Vacuum Boxes
Drums/Absorbent/PPE/Supplies
In-Plant Environmental Management

